
Minutes of the Virtual owners meeting held on 12th Sep 2021 in the EGM 

 

The meeting was called to put forth below agenda points for discussions and seeking owners 
approval.  Board Member Adv Nitin presented agenda to the owners and sought their 
feedbacks.  

Duration of the meeting : 2 hrs:29 min:18 sec. 

1) Presentation of Provisional Budget for the F/Y 2021/22 for fine tuning the Budgeting 
concepts. Inviting owners inputs to prepare revised budget, based on half yearly 
financial results. 

2) SOP- circulated on vendor selection process tabled for ratification.  
3) Appointment of the Internal and Statutory auditors for the financial year 2021-22 and 

fixing up their remuneration. 
4) Presentation and selection process of Security vendors tabled for owners approval. 
5) Outstanding MC payments. Public notification to initiate legal action under the provisions 

of the bylaws and legal processes. Tabled for passing resolution.  
6) Continuation of the current Board memebers including the current president till the end 

of the term. 
 

1) Provisional financial layout plan for the FI Year 2021-22. 

The Board presented below provisional financial layout plan for the FI Year 2020-21 
incorporating  insurance of the PWC assets as well as sinking fund appropriately which were 
neglected earlier ( though the same were clearly mentioned in the Bye-laws) 

The budget allocation was made scientifically and also considering last 3 years expenses against 
different accounting heads. The same has been fine tuned with an objective of reducing the 
cost wherever possible. 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

2) Standard Operating procedure (SOP) for selection of Vendors 

The Standard Operating Procedure drafted by the secretary for the selection of vendors has 
underwent many iterations basis the suggestions received by the rest of the Board members 
including owners and the final approved version from the board is circulated through the bulk 
mail dt 29th August 2021. 

The same has been presented to the owners and explained the importance of having the same 
to avoid arbitrary selection of vendors. Owners approval was sought through online polling and 
the below is result. 



 

 51% of the Participant Owners have approved it. 
 18% of the Participant Owners did not approve. 
 31% of the Participant owners did not choose any option. 

As this proposal of implementing SOP has been approved by majority of the owners , board has 
considered it  as passed. 

3) Appointment of Auditors for auditing  the books of Accounts  2020/21. 
 
Firms short listed: 
1. M/s GPSV & Co - represented by Mr. Narahari.  
2. M/s Sudhindra & Associates, represented by - Mr. Sudhindra. 
3. Mr. Mahesh Reddy,  CA - Represented by Mr. Mahesh Reddy. 

Brief : 

A meeting was arranged with the short listed  auditing  firms on 28/08/21. The President,  
Treasurer  and the Audit  Committee  members & resources persons  Mr K Vasudev  and    Mr 
Heramba  Dongre  and were present. Mr. Partha sarathy Gosh (another resource person) was 
briefed about the scope of audit over phone and he was OK with it. A common format of scope 
of Audit  was prepared and communicated to all the 3 firms to submit their  quotes on similar 
Audit  format. Mr. Narahari  on behalf of GPSV attended the meeting in the forenoon  and Mr. 
Sudhindra's meeting  was scheduled in the afternoon. Mr. Mahesh Reddy was briefed about the 
scope of audit  over  phone and he confirmed that his earlier quote  submitted on similar  scope 
of Audit holds good. The final quotes submitted by the 3 firms for a similar scope of Audit is as 
follows ( includes GST):  

1. M/s Sudhindra & Associates --   Rs. 1,77,000/- 
2. M/s GPSV & Co-------------------  Rs. 3,48,000/- 
3. Mr. Mahesh Reddy & Co. ------  Rs. 3,07,980/- 

Since the scope of audit is well documented and confirmed by  all the 3 firms the quotes 
submitted by M/s Sudhindra & Associates which is the lowest  may be considered for approval 

Cost Analysis: Mr. Sudhindra & Associates have a branch  office  in Doddaballapur and hence 
the advantage of easy conveyance  and approach.  

Other two firms do not have this  advantage. M/s GPSV has informed over official mail that they 
were asked to help the management to compile the accounts and filed the TDS returns for 
2020/21. However they have confirmed that they were not appointed by the board to do the 
auditing of 2020/21. Since TDS filing fee is quoted separately by two shortlisted Auditors, this 
professional fee can be allocated and paid accordingly.  

 



 

The board sought selection of the audit agency through online polling and below is result. 

 85% of the Participant owners selected M/s Sudhindra & Co 
 11% of the Participant Owners selected M/s GPSV & Co 
 4% of the Participant Owners selected M/s Mahesh Reddy & Co 

The Board has Passed a resolution to engage M/s Sudhindra & Associates as the audit agency 
for the financial Year 2021-22. 

 

4) Selection of Vendor for security services 

We have shortlisted 7 venders out of 27 quotes received in total. 

Total 5 vendors were invited on 07/08/21, to present their detailed costing aligned with the cost 
effectiveness and statutory obligations, which had been scrutinized by the F&A team to confirm 
compliance with Minimum Wages Act and other statutory norms which found to be in order.   

The minimum wages "category & zone" applicable to PWCAOA was insisted upon and 
accordingly the costing is revised by the vendors. 

The  GST at 18% has been factored-in  and service charges component is included in the total 
costing.  

The summary of  all inclusive post negotiation quotes is summarized  below in terms of Rs Per 
month:  

1.  First Eye – Rs 12,58,620/-  
2.  Chase  –    Rs. 12,35,877/- 
3.  Agilent  -   Rs. 11,69,140/- 
4.  Squad  –   Rs. 11,17,920/-  
5.  NK  –        Rs 13,77,650/-  
6.  Uniq  –      Rs 16,84,153/-  
7.  KBC –        Rs 12,46,494/-  

 
The board sought selection of the Security agency through online polling and below is result. 
 

 51% of the Participant owners selected M/s Squad 
 27% of the Participant Owners selected M/s Agilent 
 22% of the Participant Owners selected M/s First Eye 

The Board has Passed a resolution to engage M/s Squad as the security agency for the financial 
Year 2021-22. The treasurer also vouched that M/s Squad is a professional agency that he had 
experienced during his professional career. 

 



 

5) Collection of Outstanding MCs 

Owners suggested to form a committee ( Recovery task force) and request the defaulters to 
pay their outstanding. Suggestions also sought from the participant owners on the methods to 
recover the outstanding. Treasurer informed that they shall be displaying defaulter list at 
individual towers. Board is also contemplating imposing the penalty as per the bye law clause 
on the defaulters. 

6) Continuation of Existing Board 

This is an additional agenda brought for discussion for smooth functioning of the Board. 

As the board was witnessing frequent disturbances, rukus in the board , seeking resignations of 
certain office bearers including the newly appointed President by the section of present and 
past board members, board felt that they should seek the opinion of the owners for their 
continuation present in the meeting and accordingly requested all the owners to vote through 
online poll. The below is the result. 

 97% of the participated owners voted for the continuation of the existing board 
including the current president. 

 Only 3% of the participated owners needed the change. 

Since the majority of the owners voted for the continuation of the Board members till end of 
their term including the current president, the board has decided and passed a resolution that 
that their office bearers shall continue to function including the current president till their term 
and contribute for the betterment of the society. 

 

7) Other Feedbacks and suggestions received from the owners. 

Formation of internal audit committee among the owners.  

Forming Committee of subject matter experts for different areas and their continuation 
irrespective of whichever Board manages the association affairs (especially for elevators, 
accounts STP). 

Initial Understanding between PHL and Panchayat to supply water to PWC and re-approaching 
them to fulfill their commitments.  

Visiting the owners at their respective flats to collect the MCs and not to have any soft corner. 

 Inclusion of penalty clauses in the vendor contracts. 

Imparting the training to the security personnel on handling the fire safety equipments. 

 

 


